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Abstract
We consider a new variant of the Seat Reservation Problem [4] in which seat changes
are allowed. We analyze the problem using the competitive ratio and the competi-
tive ratio on accommodating sequences [4]. A very promising algorithm dened in
this paper is Min-Change, which will ask passengers to change seat, only if they
would otherwise have been rejected. Min-Change belongs to a large class of con-
servative algorithms, for which we prove very high performance guarantees. For
instance when assuming that all of the passengers could have been seated by an op-
timal o-line algorithm, at least
2
3
of the passengers can be seated on-line with only
one seat change and at least
3
4
will be seated if two seat changes are allowed. This
should be compared to the performance guarantee of
1
2
for the best deterministic
on-line algorithm when no seat changes are allowed [2].
1 Introduction
In [4] the Seat Reservation Problem was analyzed. This is an on-line problem
in which the ticket agents attempt to maximize income from the tickets sold.
In this paper we consider an interesting new variant of the Seat Reservation
Problem, in which a seat reservation could involve a change of seats during
the trip. For this variant much more promising results can be shown. We use
competitive analysis: the standard competitive ratio [6,8,10], and the com-
petitive ratio on accommodating sequences [4]. Two dierent pricing policies
are considered, the natural proportional price policy and the unit price policy,
which is motivated by the train system in Denmark. For the unit price prob-
lem on accommodating sequences, a ratio of
1
2
was shown to hold for the most
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natural deterministic on-line algorithms in [4]. Later [2] it was shown that
1
2
is best possible for all deterministic on-line algorithms. Also for our problem,
there are algorithms obtaining a ratio of
1
2
only, but we can show that a ratio
of at least
s+1
s+2
can be promised for a very natural class of algorithms, where
s denotes the number of seat changes allowed. This result can be compared
directly with the ratio of
1
2
from [2,4], since in the two problems, the opti-
mal algorithm has exactly the same power when considering accommodating
sequences.
The restriction to accommodating sequences has been extended to a func-
tion of restrictions, the accommodating function, in a number of papers [1,3,5].
This function was used to distinguish between dierent algorithms having the
same competitive ratio and competitive ratio on accommodating sequences.
These papers give reason to believe that, other than the competitive ratio,
accommodating sequences are the most important special case of the accom-
modating function. In particular, for a variant of Bin Packing a general theo-
rem extending results obtained on accommodating sequences to results on the
accommodating function is given [1].
Let s denote the number of seat changes allowed. In this paper we show
the following results for the unit price problem:
Accommodating All Sequences
Sequences Competitive Ratio
General = 1=2 O((n+ s)=(n+ k))
Conservative = (s+ 1)=(s+ 2)
O(1=k) OPT general
O(s
2
=k) OPT conservative
First-Fit*
Min-Change
= (s+ 1)=(s+ 2)
O(1=k) OPT general
O(s=k) OPT conservative
The upper bound on First-Fit* for the unit price problem restricted to accom-
modating sequences can be found in the full paper.
For the proportional price problem, we prove a tight lower bound of 
(
s
k
)
on the competitive ratio on accommodating sequences. This bound is matched
by the behavior of Min-Change. For the competitive ratio of the proportional
price problem, we prove an upper bound of O(
s
k
) for all algorithms. In the full
paper we also prove an upper bound of O(
s
2
k
) for First-Fit* on accommodating
sequences.
2 Problem Denition
The set-up from [4] is as follows: A train with n seats travels from a start
station to an end station, stopping at k  2 stations, including the rst and
last. Reservations can be made for any trip from a station u to a station
2
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v, if u < v. The passenger is given a single seat number when the ticket is
purchased, which can be any time before departure. The algorithms (ticket
agents) attempt to maximize income, i.e., the sum of the prices of the tickets
sold. For political reasons, the problem must be solved in a fair manner, i.e.,
the ticket agent may not refuse a passenger if it is possible to accommodate
him when he attempts to make his reservation. All algorithms, even OPT,
the optimal o-line algorithm, must be fair.
The version considered in this paper allows the seat reservation system to
assign seats so that each passenger may change seats a xed number of times
during the trip. We use s to denote the number of seat changes allowed. Two
dierent pricing policies are considered, the natural proportional price policy
where the price of a ticket is proportional to the length of the trip, and the
unit price policy where the price is 1 for any ticket.
We use competitive analysis to measure the performance quality. Let A (I)
denote the benet obtained by the on-line algorithm A when run on I and let
OPT(I) denote the maximal benet which can be obtained by any algorithm.
A is said to be c-competitive, if A (I)  c  OPT(I) for all input sequences
I. The competitive ratio is the supremum of all c for which the algorithm is
c-competitive. A sequence for which OPT can accept all requests using only
n seats is called an accommodating sequence. In this paper we are particularly
interested in the competitive ratio when the input sequences are restricted to
accommodating sequences. This assumption, that there are enough seats for
the optimal o-line algorithm, is appropriate whenever the management has
done a reasonable job of predicting ticket demand and has thus assigned an
appropriate number of cars to the train.
The requests considered are intervals. Since we allow the algorithms to
perform s seat changes, these intervals might be broken into (at most) s + 1
subintervals. Two (sub)intervals u and v overlap, if u \ v 6= ;. Note that
our intervals are half-open, i.e., we do not consider it an overlap if one request
starts at the station where the other request ends. For a station t, let d(t; t+1)
denote the number of intervals containing [t; t + 1). For a sequence I we
let d(I) = max
1tk 1
d(t; t+ 1) denote the density of the sequence. The Seat
Reservation Problem is similar to the problem of coloring an interval graph
on-line: Each request is a node in the graph. If two requests overlap, there is
an edge between them. The dierence is that the number of colors is limited in
the Seat Reservation Problem; instead of attempting to minimize the number
of colors, the algorithms are attempting to maximize the sum of the prices on
the intervals which are given colors. Interval graphs are perfect [7], so the size
of the largest clique is exactly the number of colors needed. Thus, if d(I)  n
the optimal o-line algorithm will be able to accommodate all requests. The
same clearly holds for any fair on-line algorithm if an arbitrary number of seat
changes is allowed. For any set S, we use jSj to denote the number of elements
in S.
For two (sub)intervals u and v, we dene left(u; v) to be the maximal
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subinterval of u which contains the leftmost endpoint of u and which can be
seated on the same seat as v without overlapping v. Moreover, if u and v
have the same start station, we let unv denote the possibly empty subinterval
ranging from the end station of v to the end station of u. Otherwise u n v is
undened.
In this paper we use the following denition of the algorithm First-Fit*:
An interval is seated on the rst seat available. This denition is simpler
than the one given in the full paper. This is possible since, for the sequences
considered here, all accepted intervals have length one.
Denition 2.1 Suppose an algorithm accepts a new interval u by seating
l  s + 1 subintervals. If the rst l   1 subintervals are placed such that an
already seated (sub)interval starts right after the subinterval ends, we call the
algorithm conservative.
Having decided to seat a (sub)interval on seat i, a conservative algorithm
will seat as much as possible of the remaining journey on seat i before changing
to another seat. First-Fit*, as dened in the full paper, is an example of a
conservative algorithm.
An algorithm will be called Min-Change if it is conservative and it places
an interval such that as few seat changes as possible are made for that interval.
For the sequences considered here, all accepted intervals can be seated with-
out seat changes, and we assume that Min-Change uses the First-Fit seating
strategy for these sequences.
In the full paper, we do not restrict Min-Change's seating strategy to
First-Fit but we consider Min-Change to be a class of conservative algorithms
for which ties are broken arbitrarily under the restriction that the minimum
number of seat changes is performed.
Later in this paper we will use the sequences W and W
0
below as a rst
part of dierent worst case sequences. Assume s+ 1 divides k   1 and n and
that k   1 divides n(s + 1). Let r =
k 1
s+1
. Let W denote the sequence:

For i = 0; : : : ; s and for j = 1 : : : n: [p; p + 1), where p = ((ir + j   1)
mod k) + 1.
See Figure (a) for an example packing.
Under the same assumptions, letW
0
denote the sequence (having the same
density d(s; s+ 1) as W for every station 1  s < k):

For i = 0; : : : ; s and for j = 0 : : :
n
s+1
  1: [p; p + s + 1), where p = ((ir +
j(s+ 1)) mod k) + 1.
We use the term hole to denote the empty space on a seat. The size of a hole
is the number of consecutive trips of unit size it spans. It is easy to verify the
following:
Lemma 2.2 The following four properties hold for the sequences W and W
0
:

jW j = n(s + 1).
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(a) A placement ofW for k = 37, n = 12 and s = 5. (b) Checker board for k = 27 and n =
10.

jW
0
j = n.

In Figure (a) all holes have size at most
k 1
s+1
  1.

The density of W and W
0
is d(s; s+1) =
n(s+1)
k 1
for every station 1  s < k.
3 Unit Price, Accommodating Sequences
In this section we prove upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio on
accommodating sequences for dierent classes of algorithms for the unit price
problem.
Theorem 3.1 There exists an algorithm for the unit price problem with a
competitive ratio on accommodating sequences of at most
1
2
, if s 2 o(k).
Proof. Assume n is even and 2(s + 1) divides k   1. Given
n
2
of each of the
following intervals,

for i = 0; : : : ;
k 1
2(s+1)
  1, let p = 2i(s+ 1) + 1: [p; p+ 2(s+ 1)),
there exists a deterministic algorithm which would split these requests into
s+1 intervals each of size 2, and seat them as shown in Figure (b). Then the
adversary can give
n
2
times the following:

For i = 0; : : : ;
k 1
2(s+1)
  2, let p = 2i(s+ 1) + 2 and give [p; p+ 2(s+ 1)).
None of these intervals can be accepted by the algorithm using only s seat
changes. OPT will seat an interval on the rst available seat and accept all
requests. The performance ratio is
n(k 1)
4(s+1)
n(k 1)
4(s+1)
+
n
2
(
k 1
2(s+1)
 1)
=
k 1
k 1+(k 1) 2(s+1)
. 2
In order to prove a lower bound (positive result) on dierent classes of
algorithms, we prove a lower bound on the number of requests an on-line
algorithm A accepts and an upper bound on how many requests it rejects.
First, we group the (sub)intervals A accepts into components.
Considering a seating performed by an algorithm, A , we will merge two
(sub)intervals, if one starts right after the other ends. If this kind of merge is
performed repeatedly seat by seat, we end up having larger (not connected)
components. We use  to denote the number of such components.
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Theorem 3.2 Let A denote an algorithm for the unit price problem. If A
denotes the set of intervals accepted by A and  denotes the number of com-
ponents in A 's seating, then
(i)   (s+ 1)jAj.
(ii) If A is a conservative algorithm,   jAj.
Proof. To prove (1) it is enough to note that every interval accepted by A
can be broken into at most s + 1 subintervals (components), since at most s
seat changes are allowed. To prove (2): When a new interval is considered,
we mark the entire interval, if no seat changes are performed. If l > 0 seat
changes are performed, we mark the last subinterval, while all other intervals
are left unmarked. The number of marks is exactly jAj. We prove by induction
on the number of elements accepted that every component contains at least
one mark. When the rst interval is accepted, a new component is created.
This component is marked, since the interval will be seated on one seat by
the denition of a conservative algorithm. Suppose m intervals have been
accepted, and every component contains a marked (sub)interval. Consider the
next interval to be accepted. If this interval is not broken into subinterval, it
is marked and the claim is true. If the interval is broken into l+1 subintervals,
the rst l subintervals must be connected to an existing component, by the
denition of a conservative algorithm, and the last subinterval, which might
create a new component, is marked. Again the claim is true. 2
Theorem 3.3 Consider a sequence in which all requests could be accepted
by OPT, i.e., an accommodating sequence. If U denotes the set of intervals
rejected by some algorithm A , and  denotes the number of components in A 's
seating, then (s+ 1)jU j  .
Proof. Let A denote an arbitrary algorithm for the unit price problem. Let
I denote a worst case sequence for A which can be accepted by an optimal
algorithm on n seats. Dene S to be the set of components in A 's seating,
so  = jSj. We will dene a partial function f : S ! U having the following
properties:

jf
 1
(u)j = s+ 1 for all u 2 U .

For all u
1
; u
2
2 U where u
1
6= u
2
: f
 1
(u
1
) \ f
 1
(u
2
) = ;.
To each element in U , f assigns s + 1 dierent components from S, with no
component in S used twice. This means that  = jSj  (s + 1)jU j, proving
the theorem.
During the construction of f , we maintain two sets U
0
and S
0
. Initially, let
S
0
= S and let U
0
= f(u; s) j u 2 Ug. The two sets should be interpreted as
follows: An element (v; t) 2 U
0
represents an (sub)interval v which is allowed
to change seat t times. S
0
will at any point represent a legal seating.
The (sub)intervals will be broken into smaller pieces, and the counter t
will be decreased during the construction. Furthermore, we will at any point
6
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maintain the following invariants:
(i) No element (u; t) from U
0
can be accepted (added to S
0
) even if t seat
changes are allowed.
(ii) d(
1
(U
0
) [ S
0
)  n, where 
1
(U
0
) denotes the set of intervals represented
by U
0
.
Note that these invariants hold initially. Order the elements (v; t) 2 U
0
ac-
cording to the left endpoint (starting station) of v. This ordering will be
maintained when new subintervals are added to U
0
. For the rst element (v; t)
in this ordering, let p denote the start station of the (sub)interval represented
by (v; t). Since d(
1
(U
0
) [ S
0
)  n, there is at least one free seat in the seat-
ing represented by S
0
from station p to station p + 1. By the rst invariant,
there must be a rst (leftmost) element s
0
2 S
0
on this seat blocking the
(sub)interval. Dene f(s
0
) = v, let v
0
= left(v; s
0
), and let v
00
= v n v
0
. We
update U
0
in the following way: Delete the pair representing v, and if t > 0,
add a new pair (v
00
; t   1). We modify S
0
in the following way: Insert the
item v
0
[ s
0
instead of s
0
. The net eect is that a counter has possibly been
decreased by one and a subinterval has moved from U
0
to S
0
which will not
increase the density, d(
1
(U
0
) [ S
0
). Thus, the second invariant still holds. If
v
00
could be accepted using t  1 seat changes, we could accept v using t seat
changes because of the way v
00
was constructed. But this cannot be the case,
since the rst invariant held before this step. Thus, it also holds after this
step. Note that according to the ordering of U
0
, no element from S
0
will be a
rst blocking (sub)interval twice. Since every element starts with a counter s
and part of it is kept in U
0
until this counter is 0, it will be a rst element in
the ordering of U
0
exactly s+1 times. Every time this happens a new element
from S will be mapped to it. Therefore, jf
 1
(u)j = s+ 1, for all u 2 U . 2
Corollary 3.4 Any algorithm for the unit price problem has a competitive
ratio on accommodating sequences of at least
1
2
.
Proof. Let A denote an algorithm for the unit price problem. According to
Theorem 3.2, the number of components  in A 's seating is at most (s+1)jAj,
where A denotes the set of intervals accepted by A . From Theorem 3.3, we
have that (s + 1)jU j  . Inserting this into the performance ratio, we get
jAj
jAj+jU j

jAj
jAj+jAj
=
1
2
. 2
Theorem 3.1 shows that this result is tight.
Corollary 3.5 Any conservative algorithm for the unit price problem has a
competitive ratio on accommodating sequences of at least
s+1
s+2
.
Proof. Using the same notation and arguments as in the previous corollary,
we get   jAj and (s + 1)jU j  . This gives a performance ratio at least
jAj
jAj+
jAj
s+1
=
s+1
s+2
. 2
Thus the restriction to conservative algorithms, which might be made for
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(c) Placement for k = 34, n = 9 and s = 3.
political reasons, appears to also be an advantage in terms of performance.
We now show that the result is tight due to Min-Change's behavior.
Theorem 3.6 The competitive ratio on accommodating sequences for Min-
Change is at most
(s+1)k+4s+4
(s+2)k+2s+1
.
Proof. Assume that k   4 is divisible by 6. Consider the request sequence
which starts with
n
3
requests for each interval in each of the following three
phases (See Figure (c)):

[1; 2), [k   1; k), and [6i  2; 6i+ 2) for i = 1; : : : ;
k 4
6
.

[1; 4), [k   4; k   1), and [6i; 6i+ 4) for i = 1; : : : ;
k 4
6
  1.

[k   2; k) and [6i  4; 6i) for i = 1; : : : ;
k 4
6
.
When these requests are accepted by Min-Change, none of them have to
change seats. Phase 1 is accepted on the rst
n
3
seats, Phase 2 is accepted on
the next
n
3
seats, and Phase 3 will use the remaining
n
3
seats. Min-Change will
accept these
n
3
(3
k 4
6
+ 4) =
k+4
6
n requests, but none of the following requests:

n
3
times [2(s+ 1)i  2s  1; 2(s+ 1)i+ 1) for i = 1; : : : ; b
k 1
2(s+1)
c.
OPT uses
2n
3
seats to accommodate the rst three phases, since the density
between any two stations is
2n
3
. OPT can use the remaining
n
3
seats to accept
the last phase. We get the following ratio:
k+4
6
n
k+4
6
n+
1
3
n(
k 1
2(s+1)
 1)
=
k+4
k+4+2(
k 1
2(s+1)
 1)
=
(s+1)k+4s+4
(s+2)k+2s+1
: 2
Clearly, the ratio could be made even closer to
s+1
s+2
by shortening many of
the holes to length 1.
4 Unit Price, Competitive Ratio
We showed above that the competitive ratios are constant, when the input se-
quences are restricted to accommodating sequences. In this section we consider
the competitive ratio (on all sequences) and obtain much more pessimistic per-
formance guarantees.
Lemma 4.1 If n = 2, the competitive ratio of any algorithm is at most
s+5
k+s+2
.
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Proof. Let A denote an arbitrary algorithm. The adversary gives s + 2 unit
intervals starting at the rst stations except station 3:

[i; i + 1) for i = 1; : : : s+ 3 and i 6= 3.
We divide the proof into two cases depending on how A placed these intervals.

Case 1: There exist two consecutive intervals on the same seat. (We also
consider [2; 3) and [4; 5) to be consecutive.)

Case 2: All intervals were placed alternating between the two seats.
If Case 1 occurs, the adversary gives

[1; k),
which can be accepted by A using at most s seat changes. Note that from
station s + 4 to k, this request will change seat at most s times. Therefore,
the next interval

[s+ 4; k)
can be accepted using at most s seat changes (it would change seat at the
same positions). At this point A has lled both seats except between stations
3 and 4, where only one interval is given. Therefore, the following unit size
intervals must be rejected by A :

[i; i + 1) for i = 1; : : : ; k   1 and i 6= 3.
OPT can arrange the rst s + 2 intervals alternating between the two seats.
Therefore, the interval of length k   1 is rejected and there is room for the
remaining intervals.
If Case 2 occurs, the adversary gives

[3; 4).
Now consider the s + 2 intervals starting at stations 2, . . . , s + 3. Since the
interval just given must be placed on the same seat as either [2; 3) or [4; 5),
we are in a situation similar to Case 1, in which two consecutive intervals are
on the same seat. Instead of giving [1; k) as in Case 1, the adversary gives

[2; k).
The remaining intervals are the same except that [1; 2) should be left out, and
[3,4) can be included.
In Case 2, the algorithm will get the best performance ratio. In this case
its performance is s + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 = s + 5. OPT has a performance of
s+ 2 + 1 + 1 + (k   2) = k + s+ 2. 2
This result can be extended to larger n, as long as n remains small com-
pared to s and k.
Corollary 4.2 The competitive ratio for any algorithm for the unit price prob-
lem is at most
n+s+3
n+k+s
.
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Proof. For n arbitrary, the adversary rst gives

n  2 times [1; k)
which will be accepted by both algorithms. After this we are left with two
seats, and we can apply the lemma above. Both algorithms will in this case
accept n  2 extra intervals. 2
In cases where the on-line algorithms are restricted to being conservative
for political reasons, this would be part of the problem denition, so OPT
should also be conservative. In the remainder of this section, we consider
conservative algorithms and distinguish between the case where OPT is also
restricted to being conservative and where it is not.
Theorem 4.3 For n arbitrary, any conservative algorithm has a competitive
ratio of O(1=k) for the unit price problem, if OPT is not restricted to being
conservative.
Proof. Let A denote a conservative algorithm. The adversary gives

n
2
times [1; s+ 2),

n
2
times [s+ 2; s+ 3).
Since A is conservative, no seat changes are performed for the rst
n
2
intervals.
Therefore, the algorithm must accept the following:

n
2
times [1; k).
OPT will behave as in Figure (b) (but with holes of size 1) and reject all the
long intervals, and therefore make room for:

n
2
times [s+ 3; k),

n
2
times [i; i + 1) for i = 0; : : : ; k   1:
The small intervals given at the end are rejected by A . The performance ratio
is
n
2
+
n
2
+
n
2
+
n
2
n
2
+
n
2
+
n
2
+
n
2
(k 1)
=
4
2+k
. 2
Theorem 4.4 Any conservative algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(
s
2
k
)
for the unit price problem, if OPT is conservative.
Proof. Let A denote a conservative algorithm for the unit price problem. The
adversary gives

n
2
times [i; i + 1) for i = 1; : : : ; s+ 2.
Let q denote the number of holes of size at least 2. If an interval containing
[1; s+3) is given, it will be accepted if there is at least one hole of size at least
2 (and the density is smaller then n). On the other hand, since an interval is
allowed to change seat at most s times, at most s + 1 of these holes will be
used (and either disappear or reduce their size to 1). A will therefore have
to accept x intervals containing [1; s+ 3), where
q
s+1
 x  q. We divide the
proof into two cases depending on q.
10
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
Case 1: q >
s+1
2(s+2)
n.

Case 2: q 
s+1
2(s+2)
n.
If Case 1 occurs, the adversary gives

q times [1; k).
In this case, we let x count the number of intervals of length k   1 accepted
by A . The adversary continues with

n  x times [s+ 3; k),

x times [i; i+ 1) for i = s+ 3; : : : ; k   1.
OPT behaves as in Figure (b) (but with holes of size 1) and rejects all
intervals of length k   1. The performance ratio is
n
2
(s+2)+x+(n x)
n
2
(s+2)+(n x)+x(k 1)

n
2
(s+2)+n
n
2
(s+2)+n+
q
s+1
(k 2)

n
2
(s+2)+n
n
2
(s+2)+n+
n
2(s+2)
(k 2)
=
(s+2)(s+4)
(s+2)(s+4)+k 2
.
If Case 2 occurs, the adversary gives

n
2
times [1; s+ 3).
In this case, we let x count the number of intervals of length s + 2 accepted
by A . The adversary continues with

n
2
  x times [2; k),

n
2
+ x times [s+ 3; k),

n
2
  x times [i; i + 1) for i = s+ 3; : : : ; k   1.
When the intervals of the form [2; k) are received, at most s seat changes
can be necessary. So they are all accepted. The [s+3,k) intervals are ac-
cepted without seat changes, so the last group of requests must all be re-
jected. OPT can arrange to accept all of the [1,s+3) intervals and thus reject
all of the [2,k) intervals, leaving space for the short intervals at the end. The
performance ratio is
n
2
(s+2)+x+
n
2
 x+
n
2
+x
n
2
(s+2)+
n
2
+
n
2
+x+(
n
2
 x)(k (s+3))
=
n
2
(s+2)+n+x
n
2
(s+2)+
3n
2
+(
n
2
 x)(k s 4)

n
2
(s+2)+n+q
n
2
(s+2)+
3n
2
+(
n
2
 q)(k s 4)

n
2
(s+2)+n+
s+1
2(s+2)
n
n
2
(s+2)+
3n
2
+(
n
2
 
s+1
2(s+2)
n)(k s 4)
=
(s+2)(s+4)+s+1
(s+2)(s+5)+k s 4
. 2
Turning to the specic conservative algorithm, First-Fit*, we can improve
the upper bound to O(
s
k
).
Theorem 4.5 If OPT is conservative, First-Fit* will have a competitive ratio
of O(
s
k
).
Proof. Assume s+1 divides k  1 and n and that k  1 divides n(s+1). Let
r =
k 1
s+1
. Let d =
n(s+1)
k 1
. An adversary will give

W

n  d times [1; k),
which First-Fit* will accept. OPT will behave as in Figure (a) on W and
reject all these intervals. The adversary then gives
11
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
n  d times [i; i+ 1) for i = 1; : : : ; k   1,
which will be accepted by OPT and rejected by First-Fit. The performance
ratio is
(s+1)n+(n d)
n(k 1)

s+2
k 1
. 2
5 Proportional Price, Accommodating Sequences
For the original proportional price problem without seat changes, there was
not much of a dierence between the competitive ratio and the competitive
ratio on accommodating sequences [4]. The same is shown to be true for any
Min-Change variant in the full paper (i.e. not only restricted to the First-Fit
seating strategy as here). Here we focus on a positive result. For any set S,
let T (S) denote the sum of the lengths of the (sub)intervals in S.
Theorem 5.1 Any algorithm for the proportional price problem has a com-
petitive ratio on accommodating sequences of at least
s+1
k+s
.
Proof. Let A denote an arbitrary algorithm for the proportional price prob-
lem, let S denote the set of components accepted by A , and let U denote
the set of intervals rejected. From Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 we know
that jSj  jU j(s + 1). Since every component in S has size at least 1 and
every element in U has size at most k   1, we obtain the claimed ratio:
T (S)
T (S)+T (U)

jU j(s+1)
jU j(s+1)+jU j(k 1)
. 2
This bound is tight due to the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 If s  k 5, the competitive ratio on accommodating sequences
of Min-Change is at most
2s+10
k+2s+9
.
Proof. Let p  s + 3 be chosen smallest possible such that 3 divides p + 1.
The adversary uses a sequence very similar to the sequence in Theorem 3.6,
giving
n
3
of each of the intervals:

[1; 2), [p  1; p), and [3i; 3i+ 2) for i = 1; : : : ;
p 4
3
,

[3i+ 1; 3i+ 3) for i = 0; : : : ;
p 4
3
,

[3i+ 2; 3i+ 4) for i = 0; : : : ;
p 4
3
.
The sequence above is contained in [1,p), where s + 3  p  s + 5. For each
station the sequence has a density of
2n
3
, giving Min-Change a performance
of p
2n
3
. Min-Change will occupy all n seats such that no seat is free for two
consecutive trips of unit size between station 1 and station p. This means
that an element spanning all intervals given above, must be rejected. The
adversary continues giving

n
3
times [1,k),
which can all be accepted by OPT, since the density is nowhere more than n.
OPT will have a performance of p
2n
3
+
n
3
(k   1). The performance ratio is at
most
p
2n
3
p
2n
3
+
n
3
(k 1)

2(s+5)
2(s+5)+(k 1)
=
2s+10
k+2s+9
. 2
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6 Proportional Price, Competitive Ratio
Finally, we show that the same bound of O(
s
k
) can be obtained for all algo-
rithms, if we do not restrict the adversary to accommodating sequences.
Theorem 6.1 If s 2 o(k), any algorithm will have a competitive ratio of O(
s
k
)
for the proportional price problem.
Proof. Let A denote an arbitrary algorithm for the proportional price prob-
lem. The adversary gives

n
2
times [i; i + 1) for i = 1; : : : ; s+ 2.
Let q be the number of times [1; s + 3) can be accepted by A after these
intervals. We divide the proof into two cases:

Case 1: q 
n
4
.

Case 2: q >
n
4
.
In both cases the adversary gives

q times [1; s+ 3).
If Case 1 occurs, the adversary gives

n
2
  q times [1; k).
A must reject the long intervals. If OPT seats an interval on the rst available
seat, it will accept all the given items. The performance ratio will be at most
n
2
(s+2)+q(s+2)
n
2
(s+2)+q(s+2)+(
n
2
 q)(k 1)

n
2
(s+2)+
n
4
(s+2)
n
2
(s+2)+
n
4
(s+2)+
n
4
(k 1)
=
3(s+2)
3(s+2)+(k 1)
.
If Case 2 occurs, the adversary gives

n
2
  q times [2; s+ 3),

q times [2; k).
Also in this case A will accept everything except the long intervals. OPT
should pack the rst intervals as in Figure (b) (but with holes of size 1), reject
the intervals [1; s + 3), and accept the remaining intervals. The performance
ratio is
n
2
(s+2)+q(s+2)+(
n
2
 q)(s+1)
n
2
(s+2)+(
n
2
 q)(s+1)+q(k 2)

n(s+2) 
n
4
3n
4
(s+1)+
n
4
(k 2)
=
4(s+2) 1
3(s+1)+k 2
. 2
7 Conclusion and Open Problems
For the unit price problem, there is a tremendous dierence between the com-
petitive ratio and the competitive ratio on accommodating sequence; the com-
petitive ratio appears far too pessimistic. For the competitive ratio on accom-
modating sequences, in order to nd a performance improvement due to more
seat changes being allowed, conservative algorithms were considered, so that
seat changes were only made when necessary. This seems to be a natural
requirement for an algorithm and leads to improved competitive ratios on
accommodating sequences with more allowed seat changes.
For the original unit price problem, the accommodating function with  <
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1 was shown to be useful in distinguishing between fair algorithms [3]. It would
be interesting to see if this is also the case for fair, conservative algorithms
when a xed number of seat changes are allowed. One indication that this
might be the case is a more recent result by the authors: There is an on-line
algorithm which will accept all passengers, if the density is at most
n
2
and
one seat change is allowed. The algorithm resembles that in [9] showing that
when no seat changes are allowed all passengers can be accepted on-line, if
the density is at most
n
3
.
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